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 1.1.1 - Bootloader unlocking methods If your device is not present in the list above, contact [email protected] and we'll be
happy to unlock your device. Last Update: August 10th, 2020 What to do if your device has not been released yet? Wait until

the release date and update your software. What does 'Status: CE-V' mean? It means the device is on schedule to be released on
the day of the date it has been released for the CE-V firmware versions. In other words, if the release date is October 2, 2019, it
means the device has been released for the CE-V firmware versions on September 5, 2019 (in this example). What does CE-V
mean? It means the device is certified with the CE-V firmware versions. It is a mark of the CE-V authentication certificates of
the manufacturer. All devices are CE-V certified before being released. All the devices listed above are marked CE-V in the

name, except for the "Dev" sample devices (Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+/S8500/S9/S9+/S10/S10+/S11) that do not have a certified
software firmware version, and the "Samsung" or "Dev" samples that have a different firmware version. Samsung Unlock

Samsung devices are the most complex to unlock, and there are currently no known methods to unlock them. We recommend
using OpenGVB once your Samsung is released. Custom Firmware Unlocks Custom firmware versions with open source code

are also unlocked. For the moment, most custom firmware unlock methods work on devices with 4.3.3+ (except for some
models that are too old to run custom firmware) What about unlocked custom firmware? There are also other methods that

allow you to "unlock" custom firmware, including encrypted custom firmware versions. Although you can unlock them, they are
not supported by OpenGVB and Samsung (and their hardware partners) and may not work for all the phones. If you want to

unlock them, please contact us. How can I unlock my custom firmware? Custom firmware unlock can only be done by
contacting the manufacturers of your custom firmware, and is only available in the US at this time. You need to know the SHA1

number of your custom firmware so that we can look up the unlock 82157476af
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